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In this dark and gritty collection - featuring short stories from Jim Butcher, Seanan McGuire,
Kevin J. Anderson, and Rob Thurman - nothing is as simple as black and white, light and dark,
good and evil....Unfortunately, that's exactly what makes it so easy to cross the line.In number-
one New York Times best-selling author Jim Butcher's "Cold Case", Molly Carpenter - Harry
Dresden's apprentice-turned-Winter Lady - must collect a tribute from a remote Fae colony and
discovers that even if you're a good girl, sometimes you have to be bad.New York Times best-
selling author Seanan McGuire's "Sleepover" finds half-succubus Elsie Harrington kidnapped by
a group of desperate teenage boys. Not for anything weird. They just need her to rescue a little
girl from the boogeyman. No biggie.In New York Times best-selling Kevin J. Anderson's "Eye of
Newt", Zombie PI Dan Shamble's latest client is a panicky lizard missing an eye who thinks
someone wants him dead. But the truth is that someone only wants him for a very special
dinner....And New York Times best-selling author Rob Thurman's infernally heroic Caliban
Leandros takes a trip down memory lane as he deals with some overdue - and nightmarish -
vengeance involving some quite nasty "Impossible Monsters".Also includes stories by Tanya
Huff, Kat Richardson, Jim C. Hines, Anton Strout, Lucy A. Snyder, Kristine Kathryn Rusch, and
Erik Scott de Bie.Full cast of narrators includes Jon Lindstrom, Sumalee Montano, Mozhan
Marno, Karissa Vacker, and Macleod Andrews.

From Publishers WeeklyVigorous, self-assured, self-consciously youthful and proudly bilingual,
Naca's debut should get many times the attention afforded most poets' first books. Poems short
and long, made of family anecdotes and (like Neruda's) of impressionistic lists, poems of
remembered place (The Adoration at El Montan, set in San Antonio, Tex.) and poems of sexual
joy between women give uncommon variety to the collection, even as Naca's fast pace, mixed
English and Spanish (with bits of Tagalog), and first-person emphasis give it obvious unity.
Spanish means there's another person/ inside you, she remembers her father saying. Poems
composed originally in English mix with poems composed in Spanish and printed with her
English translations. The next-to-last poem finds Naca in Mexico City, City so high that passion
lacks heat... City where I spoke a word of Spanish, and like a spigot, my dreams squeezed shut.
She also takes up, repeatedly, her Filipino-American background, the Pittsburgh of her youth,
and the wide-open spaces she saw as an optimistic young writer in Nebraska. Chosen for the
National Poetry Series' new mtvU award by Yusef Komunyakaa, the volume might be noticed by
young people who may not otherwise purchase poetry but may discover Naca on cable TV.
(Oct.)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights
reserved.About the AuthorKristin Naca is a CFD Fellow at Macalester College in St. Paul,
Minnesota, where she teaches Asian American and Latino poetry and creative writing. Her



poems have appeared in Indiana Review, North American Review, and Rio Grande Review. She
lives in Minneapolis.
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Volition_accord, “Overall this is a good anthology. Overall this is a good anthology. Review by
story:1. Cold Case. 5/5It's a good story even if it does have some continuity snarls. It helps show
some of the ways Molly has changed now that she is Winter Lady.2. Sleepover. 6/5This story is
the surprise MVP for me. I have never read anything my Seanan Mcguire but after reading
Sleepover i have ordered a few of her “InCryptid” books. Now to the actual story; it's very well
paced with a whole lot of world building hooks which allow the story to seem like it actually
inhabits a real setting. The characters are likable and the plot relies more on the characters then
on flash or fighting.3. If Wishes Were. 3/5The story is a little bit cliche. The main character seems
somewhat overpowered to me. i will admit the story did not interest me enough to research if it
takes place in a larger setting where the character would be justified to be as powerful as it is.
Other than that, the mains love interest is flat, the initial antagonist seems like just an excuse to
start the plot. And finally, the main antagonist while being extremely powerful (for reasons, and in
a way, that makes way more sense then the main character) it is still defeated without difficulty
via deus ex machina.4. Solus. 3/5Simple description? Men in Black meets The Dresden Files.
Only problem is, it feels like you're following around the B team from either setting. It's a bit
wacky mixed with “Magic A is Magic A”.5. Peacock in Hell. 4/5This one is a weird one to go into
without any prior knowledge. It's like someone took “Bartimaeus Sequence” series of books and
gave it a pack of cigarettes to make it more “edgy”. Don't get me wrong it's done well, but it
seems like it's trying a bit too hard to by grown up when it's not. Also, maybe placing this story
right after the wacky story in the anthology might not have been the best place for it as far as
tone is concerned.6. Eye of newt. 1/5Nope. I got through 4 pages of cringe and decided this
story is not for me.7. What dwells within 2/5Who doesn't like a telepathic Ferret as a main
character…. Me it turns out. I am guessing this story is part of a larger series but it does a really
bad example of getting a new person involved with the setting.8. Hunter healer 4/5This story
reads like a “day in the limelight” for a background NPC. It has good execution, and when read
from the point of view that it's a minor character getting some development the story is good.9.
Baggage. 5/5This one is good, even if it is ostensibly about superheroes. Sadly it is not part of a
larger series instead the author has floated the characters/setting out on a few anthologies and
is planning on trying to make it a comic if there is enough interest. It's a bit modern noir mixed
with a thriller.10. Sales. Force. 4/5This story is good, but if it was a full book it would probably
outstay its welcome. The main character is a monster, not in the literal sense but rather she is a
psychopathic killer with little regard to normal human characterization. That kind of amoral killer
that is sometimes fun to see in limited, Controlled, settings along the lines of “yes, but she’s
OUR monster”. That being said there doesn't seem to be much in the terms of control or
humanization here.11. Impossible monsters 5/5THIS is how you do an amoral psychopathic
killer right. This is a monster aimed at other monsters. It also part of a larger series “cal
leandros”. Overall it does a good enough job of explaining the character and world that it's



understandable to a new reader. Additionally, it has enough character and world setting to really
pull a new reader in.”

Wintermask, “Good, but not great. This one had a new Jim Butcher story in it, at least new to me.
It's a Molly story called Cold Case, so those of you looking for Harry should know that. I liked
most of the stories, but none of them really set me off on a new author search. I don't know if any
of these were reprints, but the contents list includes:Cold Case, Jim ButcherSleepover, Seanan
McGuireIf Wishes Were, Tanya HuffSolus, Anton StroutPeacock in Hell, Kat Richardson (This
one was really fun - more of a rogue-type character.)Eye of Newt, Kevin J. AndersonWhat Dwells
Within, Lucy A. SnyderHunter, Healer, Jim C. HinesBaggage, Erik Scott de BieSales. Force.
Kristine Kathryn RuschImpossible Monsters, Rob Thurman (This one was dark but interesting,
maybe the best of the bunch.)As far as anthologies go, it made for good reading on the treadmill,
but wasn't what I would call riveting. If you end up liking this one, you might also enjoy
Unfettered, another anthology with stories that often center on rogues or other anti-heroes (not
all of them do).”

Kat Purdy, “It’s Jim Butcher’s Dresden Files, need I say more!. Hubs and I love Butchers books
especially Dresden. Get hooked, thank me later”

Dirk Wilson, “Ok. Ok”

Perceptive Reader, “Could have been outstanding, but.... This anthology sought to bring
together a set of stories having protagonists who have serious supernatural issues. As expected,
in those cases where stories took precedence, the stuff rocked. On the otherhand, whenever
issues and associated words held centrestage, we had duds.After a rather pointless
'Introduction' and an awesome 'Foreward' (former by the editor, latter by the great Jim Butcher)
we have the stories. They were~1. "Cold Case" by Jim Butcher: When the first story in the
anthology is either the best story or one of the best three, it reeks of sales tactics. Nevertheless,
it was great in terms of action, humour, and pathos.2. "Sleepover" by Seanon McGuire: Funny,
edgy, and brilliant.3. "If Wishes Were" by Tanya Huff: Simply terrific. Three winners in the very
beginning. What can go wrong?4. "Solus": Somewhat inferior compared to the first three, but
readable.5. " Peacock in Hell" by Kat Richardson: Wonderful! Beautiful characterisation, serious
action, awe-inspiring landscaping (hellscaping?). Loved it.6. "Eye of Newt" by Kevin J. Anderson:
This Dan Shamble story alone is worth the price. I would recommend you to get hold of author's
'Zomnibus' ASAP.7. "What Dwells Within" by Lucy A. Snyder: Good one. Predictable without any
punch whatsoever, but crisp and readable.8. "Hunter, Healer" by Jim C. Hines: Rise of the first
serious dud, with lots of tissues.9. "Baggage" by Eric Scott de Bie: Another massive dud, with
talk-talk-talk and rubbish action.10. "Sales. Force" by Kristine Kathryn Rusch: Began in a
similarly tearjerking fashion as the previous two, but improved remarkably.11. "Impossible



Monsters" by Rob Thurman: Complete and unadulterated rubbish.Overall, had the editor
compelled those dud-ists to stick to the formula of wisecracking or silent but focussed and
action-oriented hero dealing with their issues while dispatching nasties, without getting into
alcoholic angst, this one could have been a five-starrer. She didn't. We ended up with a four
starrer.Otherwise, recommended.”

Jen Savage, “Solid stories and well worth the read!. Cold Case – Jim Butcher *****Molly takes on
her first real case as Winter Lady. This story takes place after Skin Game (book 15). I wasn’t
thrilled when I found out the Dresden Files story was going to be about Molly but this story gave
me a whole new appreciation for her character. I don’t want to give anything away so I’ll just say
that it keeps the tone of the Dresden Files novels and gives us a glimpse into some of the inner
workings of the Sidhe.Sleepover – Seanan McGuire ****I was completely unfamiliar with this
author. Loved the story. The main character reminded me a bit of Trixa from Rob Thurman’s
Trickster series. Some sass and strength and a lot of humanity in a non-human. Great, quick
read.If Wishes Were – Tanya Huff ****Vampire PI/cop story set in Toronto. I couldn’t help but
think of that wonderful old Canadian TV show, Forever Knight. Clever story, witty and with a
likeable main character. This was another author I was unfamiliar with. I thought it was going to
go off in a direction I wouldn’t enjoy when I discovered the antagonist but I was pleasantly
surprised.Solus – Anton Strout *****Another author I was unfamiliar with, this story reminded me
a bit of All Seeing Eye by Rob Thurman and the Felix Castor series by Mike Carey. Set in New
York City, police investigate supernatural happenings and I would love to read more about these
characters. It was a bit of a slow build for me and I wasn’t sure how I’d like this story and by the
end, I loved it.Peacock in Hell – Kat Richardson ***This felt like I’d been dropped into the middle
of a novel and there it was a bit hard to follow at first. I feel like there was a lot left unexplained.
Since I’m not familiar with this author, I don’t know if these characters are part of a bigger story
that would make this short one make more sense but as a stand-alone story, it was OK, if a bit
confusing.Eye of Newt – Kevin J Anderson ***This was well written and funny but not at all my
cup of tea. It was written as more of a farce with over-the-top everything. Fans of the Nightside
series by Simon R. Green may enjoy this though I prefer Nightside to this story.What Dwells
Within – Lucy A Snyder ***There was way too much unexplained stuff going on in this story. The
main character also seemed to be able to do everything. Too much of a deux ex machina for my
liking. That said, the writing itself was solid and I’m sure it would appeal to some.Hunter, Healer
– Jim C Hines ****I really liked this story. If it weren’t for the incredible vulgarity of one of the
characters I’d give it 5 stars. I have no problem with some vulgarity but this was excessive and
over the top. I assume it was meant to be funny but it seemed low-brow and childish and
detracted from an otherwise solid and affecting story.Baggage – Erik Scott de Bie ****This one
was great. Tough girl(s). Demons. I would definitely like to read more about the characters in
this story. I liked that the main character had power but wasn’t invincible either. Also, the story
explained itself and didn’t leave me with information overload or a lot of blanks to fill in like a



couple of previous stories have done.Sales Force – Kristine Kathryn Rusch ***Magic and grief. It
was a good story but the characters didn’t really grab me.Impossible Monsters – Rob Thurman
*****This story is part of the Cal Leandros series which I cannot possibly recommend enough.
Buy it. Read it. Cal is part monster, part human and all sarcasm. This story takes place
sometime after book 10. This story was excellent and I enjoyed getting to read about Cal again.
This story was also the most brutal of the bunch as only Cal can be. Just because you’re a
monster doesn’t mean you can’t do some good.”

Cindy, “Butcher and Huff at their best and some great new authors. I ordered it on Monday, got it
on Tuesday and spent all day Wednesday reading it. Loved it, particularly the stories by Jim
Butcher and Tanya Huff. I was also introduced to authors that I had not read before. An
entertaining read with some good plot twists.”

Rita Hackl, “Mehr davon bitte. Mehr davon bitte”

The book by Geoffrey Chaucer has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 419 people have provided feedback.
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